SiteGraphics
Software

True-to-life graphic display
A valuable component of every facility, the SiteGraphics
software system enhances the image of your property to
existing and potential customers.
The attractive, customizable program can improve the
management, marketing, and operational aspects of your
business while increasing profitability.

Understand the facility, attract tenants
With SiteGraphics software, make custom changes to the
on-screen image using simple building tools. Unit status
conversions are accomplished with a few mouse clicks. The
system is a user-friendly management tool that equips the
facility manager to:
 Quickly track site activity with a dynamic map that is
uniquely customized to represent the facility.
 Pan through the graphics of the system to guide new
clients and prospective customers to featured units.
 Enhance customer confidence by demonstrating attention
to security and management expertise.
 Adjust the system as the business changes and grows.

Facility Management
System

System Features
 Customized site graphics reveal details that can
include everything from intercom stations and
keypads to dumpsters and restrooms.
 A flexible design allows the SiteGraphics software to
grow with the facility as size and capabilities expand.
 Color coding makes it possible to visualize
delinquencies, occupancy, and vacancies at a glance.

Integrated Solutions
Products and services from PTI Security Systems
can be configured to address every facility’s unique
requirements. Capitalize on SiteGraphics software
capabilities with:
 Alert systems, for an added layer of security in areas
of the facility that require notification or protection.
 Wireless door alarms, to further illustrate the exact
status of every door in the facility.

SiteGraphics
Software
Capabilities
 The site graphics management tool contributes to marketing and operational effectiveness. Nothing demonstrates
security like the up-to-date status of every unit displayed graphically in the site’s main office.
 Customized and color-coded facility maps provide the ability to quickly track site activity and guide prospective
customers to featured units.
 The inlcuded SiteBuilder application is an easy-to-use tool for revising the facility map or adjusting indicator colors.

Benefits
SiteGraphics software (Model #PGRAGSV) has many benefits for facilities of any size, including the following:
 The SiteMaster function is interactive with the FalconXT system controller and StorLogix software from
PTI Security Systems. When activity occurs within the facility the individual unit changes color on the graphics map.
SiteGraphics can display security logs through a split-screen presentation.
 SiteGraphics software arrives already
customized to represent the facility and
equipped with precise pre-calculated panning
lines to maximize the presentation on the
monitor being used.

Technology
SiteGraphics software (Model #PGRAGSV) from PTI Security Systems features a Windows®-based high-resolution
graphical image that provides detailed characteristics of the site. Images are customized to the individual facility with
precise pre-calculated panning lines to maximize the presentation on the monitor.
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